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TranscriptionBoris P. Belotserkovskii* and Philip C. Hanawalt*
Department of Biology, Stanford University, Stanford, CaliforniaABSTRACT During normal transcription, the nascent RNA product is released from the DNA template. However, in some
cases, the RNA remains bound or can become reattached to the template DNA duplex (for example, through R-loop formation).
We have analyzed the effect on transcription elongation of nascent RNA anchoring to the template DNA duplex. Because the
RNA polymerase follows a helical path along DNA duplex during transcription, the anchoring would result in wrapping the
nascent RNA around the DNA in the region between the anchoring point and the translocating polymerase. This wrapping would
cause an unfavorable loss of conformation entropy of the nascent RNA. It consequently would create an apparent force to
unwrap the RNA by disrupting either the transcription complex or the anchoring structure. We have estimated that this force
would be comparable to those required to melt nucleic acid duplexes or to arrest transcription elongation in single-molecule
experiments. We predict that this force would create negative supercoiling in the DNA duplex region between the anchoring point
and the transcribing RNA polymerase: this can promote the formation of unusual DNA structures and facilitate RNA invasion into
the DNA duplex. Potential biological consequences of these effects are discussed.INTRODUCTIONRNA polymerases (RNAPs) are specifically adapted to
separate the nascent transcript from the template DNA
strand upon exit from the transcription complex (1–3). In
some cases, however, the nascent RNA remains bound to
the template DNA strand, or example, through R-loop
formation. R-loops are essential for DNA replication initia-
tion at some origins (4–6) and they are also implicated in
gene function, for example, through immunogenesis (7–9),
transcription-induced recombination and mutagenesis (10),
and DNA replication blockage (with possible DNA
breakage) due to collisions between transcription and repli-
cation complexes (reviewed in (11)).
Although R-loops are evidently needed for normal cell
functioning, they usually appear in noncoding regions of
the genome. Formation of R-loops in the coding regions
could present serious problems and various cellular mecha-
nisms have evolved to prevent that from happening
(reviewed in (12)). It is possible that, in some cases, not
only R-loops per se, but unusual structures formed by the
displaced DNA strand, might be responsible for the biolog-
ical effects (8,9,13). The ability of R-loops to interfere with
transcription (14–16) also makes them potential candidates
for initiating transcription-coupled repair (TCR), in which
DNA repair enzymes are recruited to sites of transcription
blockage by TCR-specific protein factors (17–19). Although
TCR is generally thought to deal with DNA lesions, it might
also be activated by transcription blockage at unusual
structures (including R-loops) within undamaged DNA to
induce futile cycles of repair, which could eventually leadSubmitted October 22, 2010, and accepted for publication December 16,
2010.
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0006-3495/11/02/0675/10 $2.00to mutagenesis (20). In accord with this mechanism, both
R-loops and TCR-factors have been implicated in trinucle-
otide repeat instability in model systems (13,21).
Typically, R-loops are formed by special RNA sequences;
for example, ones which form unusually stable RNA/DNA
hybrids (e.g., purine RNA/pyrimidine DNA hybrids
(22,23)), and these are presumably formed by rehybridiza-
tion of the nascent RNA with template DNA immediately
behind the transcription complex (24,25). Alternatively,
the nascent RNA could hybridize with a single-stranded
DNA region exposed due to unusual DNA structure forma-
tion (26,27).
How does transcription proceed into a regular DNA
sequence (i.e., a sequence that does not form the unusually
stable RNA/DNA hybrid) after R-loop formation?
Upon first consideration, it seems natural to assume that
transcription should continue in the usual manner, i.e.,
with separation of RNA product from the DNA template
(Fig. 1 A, top). In this case, however, because the nascent
transcript has become anchored to the DNA double helix
at some fixed position, while the RNA polymerase follows
a helical path along the DNA double helix, the nascent
RNA would wrap around the DNA duplex (Fig. 1 A,
bottom).
We have suggested that this RNA wrapping is energeti-
cally unfavorable and interferes with transcription elonga-
tion (15,28). We have now made the corresponding
calculations, which lead us to conclude that this wrapping
could produce a significant force, to destabilize the tran-
scription complex and facilitate extension of the R-loop
into the regular sequence (Fig. 1 B). In addition to R-loop
formation, our calculations are applicable for other mecha-
nisms of anchoring, like triplex formation and protein-medi-
ated (or some other ligand-mediated) binding (Fig. 2).doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.12.3709
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FIGURE 1 Possible pathway of transcription elongation after stable
R-loop formation. (Dashed-lined circle) RNAP. (Shaded) DNA. (Solid)
RNA. (Thick line) RNA region that forms stable R-loop. (A) RNAPs exit
the R-loop mode and continue transcription in a normal way (i.e., with
separation of the RNA/DNA hybrid), while the part of nascent transcript
remains anchored by R-loop formation. In this case, because the position
of the R-loop is fixed relative to the DNA duplex, and the RNAPs rotate
relative to DNA during transcription, this pathway will lead to wrapping
of the nascent transcript around the DNA. (B) RNAPs continue R-loop
synthesis into ordinary downstream DNA sequences.
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FIGURE 2 Possible sources of nascent RNA anchoring. (A) R-loop
formation. (B) Base-pairing with a single-stranded DNA region extruded
due to some unusual DNA structure formation, for example H-DNA
(reviewed in (50)). (C) Triplex formation (reviewed in Frank-Kamenetskii
and Mirkin (51)). (D) Binding mediated by a protein or some other ligand.
676 Belotserkovskii and HanawaltRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following sections, we will:
1. Estimate the forces which appear due to RNA wrapping
around DNA, and show that in the case of R-loops these
forces are likely to strongly destabilize the transcription
complex in the wrapping mode(Fig.1 A) and probably
switch it to an R-loop extension mode (Fig. 1 B).
2. Argue that the R-loop extension mode also creates steric
problems for transcription, which might slow down tran-
scription or somewhat increase probability of its sponta-
neous arrest/termination.
3. Discuss other types of nascent transcript anchoring and
their potential consequences.Estimation of the forces induced by RNA
wrapping around a DNA duplex
We model single-stranded RNA as a flexible polymer chain,
and the double-stranded DNA as an elastic cylinder. Both
ends of the chain, of which one corresponds to the transcrip-
tion complex and the other to the anchoring structure (e.g.,Biophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684stable R-loop), are attached to fixed points on the surface of
the cylinder (Fig. 3 A, left) (Although in reality the
anchoring structure and the transcription complex are not
single points and have some internal flexibility, for suffi-
ciently long chain lengths and distances between attachment
points, the internal structural properties of attachment points
can be neglected.) For a given flexible chain length and
given positions of the attachment points, a fewer number
of turns of the chain around the cylinder leads to more slack
and, consequently, higher entropy.
In other words, wrapping of the chain around the cylinder
leads to an unfavorable loss of chain entropy. This loss could
be partially compensated by elastic deformation of the
cylinder to provide extra slack to the wrapped chain
(Fig. 3 B). Together, the stretching deformation of the wrap-
ped chain and the elastic deformation of the cylinder create
forces that will pull on the attachment points and attempt to
disrupt them. In terms of the nascent RNAwrapping around
the DNA duplex, these forces could be interpreted as
unbinding, or shearing forces (29–32) acting upon both
the RNA-DNA duplex within the transcription complex
and the anchoring structure.
To estimate these forces, we note that our scheme (Fig. 3
A, left) is similar to one-dimensional polymer stretching
Fig. 3 A (right), which has been extensively studied, both
experimentally and theoretically (for example, see
(33,34)). In both cases, the smaller the difference between
the length of the chain and the shortest possible path con-
necting the ends of the chain, the lesser the entropy of the
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FIGURE 3 Model for nascent RNA wrapping around DNA as a flexible
chain wrapped around a cylinder. (A) Analogy between a flexible chain
wrapping around the cylinder (left) and flexible chain stretching in one
direction (right). A flexible chain with the length L (black) is attached to
the cylinder at fixed points (black circles) and makes a certain fixed (not
necessarily integer) number of turns around the cylinder between the attach-
ment points. The shortest possible path with the same number of turns
between the same attachment points is a spiral line with the length x (green)
on the surface of the cylinder. In our analysis, this lane is an analog of the
distance between the attachment points in a classic DNA or RNA stretching
experiment (right), where one end of the chain molecule is attached to the
surface (gray rectangle) and the second end to the solid bead (gray sphere)
(or the tip of atomic force microscope) which can be pulled by external
force (gray up-arrow). In both cases, the larger the difference between
the length L and x, the more conformational freedom the chain has. That
creates an entropic force F (red) trying to decrease x, which in the case
of classic stretching experiment (right) is counteracted by the external force
applied to the bead, and in the case of wrapping counteracted by the reac-
tion force from the cylinder. (B) Wrapped chain stretching could be
partially relaxed by the deformation of the cylinder. A negative twisting
deformation of the cylinder, during which a phase angle between the attach-
ment points changes from 40 to 4, while the height of the cylinder (H) and
its radius (R) remain the same, would give some extra slack to the chain
(solid line versus dotted line), thus partially relaxing stretching of a chain.
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required to maintain this state. The main difference between
these two schemes is that for the classic stretching experi-
ment (Fig. 3 A, right), the shortest possible path connecting
the positions of the chain ends is a straight line, and in the
case of wrapping (Fig. 3 A, left), the shortest possible path
between the attachment points is a helical path on the
cylinder surface which makes the same number of turns
and is attached at the same points as the chain wrapped
around the cylinder.
In Appendix A, we show that if the shortest path between
the attachment points is lying on an impenetrable convex
surface (e.g., cylindrical surface, as in the case of our
model), then the stretching force along this path is always
larger than in the case for which this path is a straight line
in empty space (as in the case of the classic scheme).
Thus, the calculations based on the classic scheme in which
the shortest helical path is substituted for the end-to-end
distance, produce a lower limit for the entropic stretching
force in our model.If the chain is wrapped around the cylinder with a radius
R and the height H, and the phase angle between the
attachment points is f (i.e., the chain makes f/2p turns
around the cylinder between the attachment points), the
length x of the shortest helical path between the attachment
points is
x ¼ H2 þ f2R212: (1)
Single-stranded nucleic acids are often modeled by
a freely-joined chain (FJC, (33,34) and references therein),
i.e., a chain of rigid straight segments which are able to
rotate freely about the points of their connections. For the
freely-joined chain, the relationship between the end-to-
end distance x (which is equivalent to the shortest helical
path in our model) and the force F is described by the
Langevin function ((33,34) and references therein),
x ¼ kT 1 þ e
Fl
kt þ eFlkt
(2)
L l F e
Fl
kt  eFlkt
or
L x
L
¼ kT
l
1
F
 2e
Flkt
e
Fl
kt  eFlkt ; (3)
which, for strong stretching, yields an approximation
Fss ¼ kT
l
L
L x; (4)
where kT is the product of the Boltzmann constant and the
absolute temperature, l is the length of one segment of the
chain, and L is the length of the entire chain. The subscript
ss for the force in Eq. 4 indicates that this force is produced
by the single-stranded RNA chain. (Detailed analysis of
applicability of Eq.4 for our model is in Appendix A.)
As noted above, the strain in the wrapped chain could be
partially relieved at the expense of some deformation of the
cylinder (i.e., DNA duplex) (Fig. 3 B). In general, the DNA
duplex can experience twisting and compressing/stretching
deformations with accompanying changes in DNA diameter,
which are interconnected in a complex manner depending
upon the directions and magnitudes of the deformations
(for example, see (35,36)). Also, for sufficiently long DNA
duplexes, DNA bending deformations, including DNA
writhe (for review, see (37,38)), should be taken into account.
In our estimations, we will consider only the twisting defor-
mation, assuming that the height and radius of the cylinder
remain constant (Fig. 3 B). If the handedness of the wrapped
RNA chain is the same as that of the DNA duplex (which is
the case for wrapping generated during transcription), then
the twisting deformation of the cylinder is negative, i.e., the
anchored RNA chain is trying to unwrap itself by unwinding
the DNA duplex around which it is wrapped.
Let f0 be the phase angle of the wrapped RNA chain in
the absence of the twisting deformation of the DNA duplex
(Fig. 3 B). Note that in the general case, the phase angle ofBiophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684
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(i.e., the wrapped RNA chain does not necessarily make the
same number of turns as those made by the DNA strands in
the DNA duplex around which it is wrapped). However,
because our model implies a rigid connection between the
wrapped chain and the DNA strand to which it is bound at
the attachment point, the changes in these two phase angles
should be the same (i.e., fDS  f0DS ¼ f  f0). Thus, the
changing phase angle from f0 to f (Fig. 3 B) will create
a twisting deformation of the DNA duplex for which the
energy is
ETW ¼ 1
2
C
H
ðf0  fÞ2; (5)
where C is the twist rigidity of the DNA duplex and H is the
height of the cylinder ((36) and references therein).
The projection of the force produced by the twisting
deformation, on the shortest helical path, is
Fds ¼ vETW
vx
¼ vETW
vf
=
vx
vf
; (6)
where x(f) and ETW(f) are given by Eqs. 1 and 5,
respectively.
These two forces (Eqs. 4 and 6) act on each attachment
point from opposite directions, and compensate for each
other.
Thus,
Fss ¼ Fds: (7)
From this equation, the values of x or f, and then the forces,
can be calculated. The derivations and numerical estima-
tions related to this equation are given in Appendix B.
Here we will discuss an important special case (i.e., tight
wrapping), which appears when the wrapped chain is
completely extended (i.e., the trajectory of the wrapped
chain coincides with the shortest helical path) in the absence
of deformation of the cylinder, and can get some slack only
from deformation of the cylinder. This situation is close to
the one expected for post-R-loop transcription, if it proceeds
according to the scenario in Fig. 1 A, because in this case
1. The anchored nascent RNA makes the same number of
helical turns as the template DNA strand within the
double-helix, and
2. The length of themaximally extended single-stranded nu-
cleic acid (34) is close to the length of the helical path of
the DNA strand (with the same number of nucleotides)
within the double-helix (see Appendix B, below Eq. 40).
The stretching force in this case, FSS z 50 pN (see
Appendix B, below Eq. 43), approximates or exceeds the
forces required to unbind DNA/DNA duplexes in single-
molecule experiments (29–32) (for example, in Strunz
et al. (32), these forces were 20–40 pN); one can suggest
that these forces could also disrupt or strongly destabilizeBiophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684the RNA/DNA duplex within the transcription complex,
thus increasing the probability of transcription blockage or
termination ((39) and references therein). Note that, of
course, if the anchoring structure is less stable than the elon-
gation complex, these forces would disrupt the anchoring
structure, rather than the elongation complex. Thus, the
strain induced by RNA wrapping could disrupt some weak
interactions between RNA and DNA (or chromatin), thereby
facilitating proper RNA release.
In the single-molecule experiments involving RNA poly-
merase, the closest analog for our system would be pulling
on the nascent transcript, while the template DNA duplex is
attached to the surface or to the bead; but single-molecule
data from this kind of system are not yet available. Interest-
ingly, however, the similar magnitude of forces, which are
pulling RNA polymerase and DNA template in opposite
directions, are required to stall transcription elongation
(40). Alternatively to the disruption of the transcription
complex or the anchoring structure, a negative torque
created by a stretching force can promote RNA invasion
into the duplex (see below).
It is important to emphasize that, in our estimate for the
increased free energy of the nascent transcript uponwrapping
around the DNA duplex, we have taken into account only the
loss in entropy due to RNA stretching. An additional increase
in energy could result from the electrostatic repulsion
between the wrapped RNA and the DNA duplex, or the loss
in entropy due to steric interference between various chemi-
cal groups within the wrapped RNA and the DNA duplex.
Consequently, our estimate yields a lower limit for the actual
force; in fact, the force destabilizing the transcription
complex due to nascent RNAwrapping could bemuch higher.Steric problems for R-loop extension
during transcription
Our estimations above suggest that nascent RNA wrapping
after R-loop formation (Fig. 1 A) could be quite energeti-
cally unfavorable and could significantly destabilize the
transcription complex. Thus, the preferable scenario might
be as shown in Fig. 1 B; after stable R-loop formation at
some specific sequence, the RNAPs would continue in the
R-loop mode into a regular sequence, which normally would
not form an R-loop. Indeed, such an extension of R-loops
into sequences downstream from the R-loop initiation
zone has been observed experimentally (25). However, R-
loop extension mode might also create difficulties for tran-
scription elongation of its own.
For example, steric problems for transcription elongation
in the R-loop mode arise from the fact that the RNAPs nor-
mally remain connected to the displaced nontemplate DNA
strand. During RNA synthesis, the RNAPs are rotating
around the template DNA strand. Because RNAPs remain
bound to the nontemplate DNA strand, the nontemplate
DNA strand will also become involved in this rotation. In
Effect of RNA Anchoring on Transcription 679the case of an extended R-loop, this rotation leads to a steric
clash between the nontemplate DNA strand and the extruded
RNA tail upstream from the R-loop. This steric problem
might be resolved in three ways, which are not mutually
exclusive:
1. The free RNA tail could eventually pass through the gap
between the displaced nontemplate DNA strand and
RNA-DNA hybrid, which for a long RNA tail could be
time-consuming.
2. The nontemplate DNA strand could wrap around the
RNA-DNA duplex, which is energetically unfavorable.
3. The RNAPs from time to time could detach themselves
from the nontemplate DNA strand and thereby rotate
around the template strand without involvement of the
nontemplate strand.
Each of these scenarios would create an additional energetic
barrier for transcription.An additional factorworking against
the R-loop mode of transcription is that rewinding of the
DNA/DNA duplex behind the RNAPs facilitate transcription
elongation while R-loop formation prevents this rewinding
(41,42). As established by published experiments (25), these
problems do not prevent transcription from proceeding in an
R-loop extension mode, but they could impede transcription
and increase the probability of spontaneous transcription
arrest or termination. For example, we have recently found
that partial transcription blockage appears downstream
from a G-rich sequence, which could initiate R-loop forma-
tion (15). The steric problems for R-loop extension could
be diminished by nicking the nontemplate DNA strand,
removing the extruded RNA tail, or by placing the R-loop-
forming sequence closer to the start of transcription to
decrease the size of extruded RNA tail. These factors indeed
have been shown to facilitate long R-loop formation (43).
Note that preexisting negative supercoiling of DNA
templates is a strong factor facilitating R-loop formation
and propagation (reviewed in Drolet (44)). However, we
have not analyzed this factor for our study, and have consid-
ered the DNA template to be initially relaxed.Other types of nascent RNA anchoring
In the previous sections we show that tight nascent RNA
wrapping, which might occur if transcription after R-loop
formation follows the path shown in Fig. 1 A, creates strong
forces: these are likely to disrupt the transcription complex
and/or the anchoring structure, or to promote nascent RNA
invasion into the DNA duplex. Note, however, that the tight
wrapping occurs only if RNA becomes anchored immedi-
ately upstream of the transcribing RNAPs. In Fig. 2, B–D,
the anchoring could occur after synthesis of a long transcript
sufficiently far from the RNAPs. Moreover, it could occur
transiently due to reversible anchoring/unbinding. In these
cases, stretching and twisting forces would be significantly
weaker than for tight wrapping, and transcription mightproceed for a while in a wrapping mode, rather than convert-
ing to an extended R-loop mode.
In the wrapping mode, negative supercoiling is generated
in the DNA duplex between the anchoring point and the
transcription complex (Fig. 3 B), which could induce
unusual DNA secondary structures in this region. Thus,
the nascent transcript anchoring might provide another
mechanism for transcription-induced supercoiling, in addi-
tion to the classic model for transcription supercoiled
domains ((45,46), reviewed in Nelson (47)). Note that in
this case, in contrast to the classic model, induced supercoil-
ing does not depend upon the velocity of RNAP transloca-
tion along DNA. Interestingly, relaxation of this
supercoiling by type I topoisomerases could eventually
lead to unwrapping of the RNA from the DNA duplex
without disruption of attachment points, removing strain
from the system and alleviating the effect of anchoring on
transcription. Perhaps this mechanism is operative in vivo.
Finally, it could be noted that interference with transcrip-
tion by anchoring of the nascent transcript to the double-
stranded DNA either directly or by proteins or other ligands
could provide, to our knowledge, a novelmechanism for tran-
scription regulation. Recent evidences for direct interaction
of regulatory RNAwith DNA (48) support this possibility.APPENDIX A: APPLICABILITY OF THE
ONE-DIMENSIONAL POLYMER STRETCHING
MODEL TO THE POLYMER WRAPPING AROUND
THE CYLINDER
In this Appendix, we will address two questions:Question 1
The difference between the stretching of the chain along the shortest
possible path (SPP) which lies on impenetrable surface versus stretching
the chain in empty space.
Note that we imply that the shape of the SPP is defined by the shape of
the surface on which it lies: for the flat surface it would be straight line (as
for an empty space), for the cylindrical surface it would be a helix with
parameters determined by additional constraints like the number of turns.Question 2
The applicability of the strong-stretching limit of the Langevin function
(Eq. 4) for the chain with fixed positions of both ends.
To address Question 1, first let us analyze the situation for which the
surface is curved along the SPP (Fig. 4 A). In this case, the lines drawn
perpendicular to the SPP (along which the vertical distance from the SPP
is measured) diverge; thus, the amount of space (and consequently, the
number of possible locations of the chain elements within this space) per
the unit of length of the distance from the SPP would increase with the
distance from the SPP (compare the areas between the dashed lines in
Fig. 4 A). This means in the sliding system of reference connected to
SPP, that there is an additional entropic force acting on the chain outwards
from the SPP. Therefore, bringing the chain close to the SPP upon stretching
would meet an additional resistance and consequently require an extra
stretching force in comparison with the situation in which the surface is
flat. In the limiting case of very strong stretching, when the radius of theBiophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684
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FIGURE 4 Additional schemes for the model analysis. (A) Curving of
the surface in direction parallel to the SPP. (Green and black) SPP and poly-
mer chain, respectively. (Red arrows) Stretching forces acting along the
SPP. (Black arrowed lines) Sliding frames of references connected to the
SPP. (Areas between the dashed lines have the same width d along the coor-
dinates perpendicular to the SPP.) It is seen that the area more distal from
SPP is larger. (B) Curving of the surface in the direction perpendicular to
the path. (Dash-lined box) View from above. (C) Variables describing
a single segment of the chain. For a three-dimensional FJC at zero force,
a probability for a segment number j to form an angle qj relative to a given
direction is dP ¼ sinqjdqj, and a projection of the segment on this direction
is xj ¼ l cosqj, and dxj ¼ l sinqj dqj ~ dP, thus xj is homogeneously distrib-
uted between –l and l, and, consequently yj is homogeneously distributed
between 0 and 1. The projection of segment on the plane perpendicular
to the direction of force (or stretching) we designated as ltj, and its average
value as lt. (D) Variables describing position of the attachment point.
680 Belotserkovskii and Hanawaltcurvature of the surface becomes much larger than the characteristic ampli-
tude of deviation of the chain from the surface, the difference between the
effect of stretching along the curved and the flat surface should disappear.
Now, let us consider the effect of the surface curving in the direction
perpendicular to the SPP (Fig. 4 B). In this case, the effect of the impene-Biophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684trable surface on the chain is conveniently analyzed in terms of loss in
entropy of the chain, in comparison to a chain in an empty space, due to
the fact that the trajectories which cross the surface (e.g., dotted line in
Fig. 4 B) are forbidden. Thus, the total number of possible chain trajectories
decreases in comparison to that for the chain in empty space. Our purpose is
to determine how this decrease might depend upon the surface curvature and
on stretching.
Let us consider the projection of the chain on the plane perpendicular to
the SPP (see inset in the dashed box; and in the following discussion we will
continue to refer to this projection). In this projection, the conformation of
the chain is equivalent to a trajectory of unbiased (i.e., having the same prob-
ability for steps for all directions) random walk, which returns to its origin.
The total number of steps for this random-walk trajectory is equivalent to
the total number of steps in the chain, n; and the average step-size, lt, is
equivalent to the average projection of the chain segment on the plane
perpendicular to the SPP (Fig. 4 C), which decreases with the chain
stretching.
Now, consider for a moment that the impenetrable surface is flat. Then,
because the flat surface does not have any characteristic size which could
serve as measure of scale, the random-walk trajectories on the plane will
look exactly the same regardless of the step-size lt. This means that the
ratio of the number of trajectories allowed for the chain with the ends
attached to the infinite flat surface, to the total number of all possible trajec-
tories of the chain in the empty space (and, consequently, the loss in chain
entropy due to the presence of the surface, which is just a logarithm of this
ratio times the Boltzmann constant) does not depend upon the step-size lt,
and thus, does not depend upon the stretching. Because the stretching force
is proportional to the change in entropy upon stretching, we conclude that
the force generated by stretching of the chain with the ends localized on
impenetrable flat surface is the same as that for stretching in empty space.
Now, let us consider the effect of the surface curvature. The larger the
ratio of the characteristic radius of the surface curvature to the step-size
lt (which decreases with stretching), the flatter the surface appears relative
to the chain trajectories. Thus, the effect of increasing stretching could be
visualized as a flattening of the surface (shown by curved blue arrow),
while the chain trajectories remain the same. This flattening is bringing
the surface closer to the chain, thus decreasing chain entropy, which creates
the force resisting the flattening (i.e. stretching).
Thus, convex curving of the surface both parallel and perpendicular to
the SPP leads to additional stretching force, and consequently that should
also be true for the combination of these curvings.
Summarizing the arguments above, we conclude that:
The stretching-induced force for the FJC with the ends attached to the
convex impenetrable surface would be always somewhat larger than the
force for the equally stretched chain in the empty space. This difference
in forces gradually decreases with increased stretching, approaching zero
value in the limiting case of very strong stretching, when the surface-
induced loss in entropy reaches the saturating stretching-independent value
corresponding to the flat surface.
In the above discussion we have considered the chain in the system of
reference connected to the shortest possible path (SPP) on the curved
surface, without considering separately the global topological constraints
due to making a certain number of turns. Whether this consideration is
applicable in the general case requires further analysis. However, if these
constraints are to be taken into account separately, that would further
increase the entropic penalty for wrapping. Therefore, our statement that
we are estimating the lower limit for the force would remain valid.
Now we address Question 2. The Langevin function (Eqs. 2–4) produces
force-dependence for an average extension of the chain where only one end
is fixed and another is free to assume any position in space (of course,
within the limits of maximal stretching) with a probability which depends
on an applied force,
hxi ¼
R
xWðxÞeFxkTdxR
WðxÞeFxkTdx ¼
v

ln
R
WðxÞeFxkTdx
v F
kT
; (8)
Effect of RNA Anchoring on Transcription 681where x is an end-to-end distance, F is the force, W(x) is statistical weight
(the number of all possible conformation for the chain) for the given x, and
the integration is performed for all possible x. In our case, we are interested
to calculate a stretching force which appears in the chain with some fixed
positions of both ends,
F ¼ kTvlnWðxÞ
vx
: (9)
We will first consider the case when only coordinate of the end, x, is
fixed, and then calculate the corrections due to fixing all coordinates of
the end.
We first note that the statistical weight Wn(x) (where subscript n stands
for the number of freely-joined segments in the chain) is proportional to the
probability (or in the case of contiguous model, to the probability density)
un(x) for the end of the chain to be at the position x:
WnðxÞ  unðxÞ: (10)
For further calculations, it is more convenient to use dimensionless
coordinates
yj ¼ l xj
2l
; (11)
y ¼
Xj¼ n
j¼ 1
yj ¼ L x
2l
; (12)
where xj is projection of the end of the segment on the direction of the force
(Fig. 4 C), l is the length of the segment, and L is the full length of the chain.
Because the values of xj and x are distributed between –l and l, and –L and L,
respectively, the values of yj and y are distributed between 0 and 1, and
0 and n, respectively. The smaller the value of y, the lesser the deviation
of the chain from completely stretched conformation.
The probability that the end of the chain containing n segments has coor-
dinate y is the sum (integral in contiguous case) of probabilities for all
configurations for which the end of the chain comprise the first n-1
segments has coordinate yt, and the last segment has coordinate t, where
t changes from 0 to 1. For independent segments, that leads to the equation
unðyÞ ¼
Z1
0
un1ðy tÞu1ðtÞdt: (13)
The Laplace transform for the function un(y) is
UnðpÞ ¼
RN
0
unðyÞepydy
¼ R1
0
 RN
0
epðytÞun1ðy tÞdy

u1ðtÞeptdt
¼ Un1ðpÞU1ðpÞ ¼ Un1ðpÞ:
(14)
For three-dimensional FJC, all values of yj in the interval from 0 to 1
have the same probability (see Fig. 4 legend).Thus,
u1ðyÞ ¼ 1 for 0<y<1
u1ðyÞ ¼ 0 for y<0 or y>1 ; (15)
and
U1ðpÞ ¼
Z1
0
epydy ¼ 1 e
p
p
; (16) pn Xj¼ n jp
UnðpÞ ¼ Un1ðpÞ ¼
1 e
p
¼
j¼ 0
ð1Þj n!ðn jÞ!j!
e
pn
:
(17)
This Laplace transform corresponds to the function
unðyÞ ¼
Xj<y
j¼ 0
ð1Þj n!ðn jÞ!j!
ðy jÞn1
ðn 1Þ! : (18)
The ratio of the absolute values of the terms number jþ1 and j in
Eq. 18 is
n j 1 n1  1n1
j þ 1 1 y j <n 1 y : (19)
This ratio is less than unity if
y<
1
1 1
n
 1
n1
z
n
lnn
: (20)
In this case, the absolute values of terms in Eq. 18 decrease faster than
geometrically with k, and the sum in Eq. 18 could be approximated by the
term with j ¼ 0:
unðyÞz y
n
ðn 1Þ!: (21)
Substituting Eq. 21 into Eq. 9, and using the definition of y (Eq. 12)
and that
L ¼ n l; (22)
we obtain a result which coincides with the approximation for the Langevin
equation for strong stretching (Eq. 4) used in our calculations:
F ¼ kTvlnðWnðxÞÞ
vx
¼ kTvlnðunðyÞÞ
vy
vy
vx
z kT
vln y
n
ðn1Þ!
vy
vy
vx
¼ kT
l
L
L x:
(23)
Another potential problem is that in both Eqs. 8 and 9, W(x) is actually
a statistical weight of the chain where one coordinate, x, is fixed while the
perpendicular coordinate, r, could vary (see scheme Fig. 4 D). Our model,
however, corresponds to the situation in which both coordinates are fixed.
Below we show that for strongly stretched chains this consideration does
not significantly affect the results.
Let U(r) be the statistical weight of the chain with the end-to-end
distance r,
r ¼ x2 þ r212: (24)
For a given coordinate x and the chain length L,W(x) can be obtained by
summation (integration) of U(r) over all possible values of r:
WðxÞ ¼
ZðL2x2Þ12
0
U

x2 þ r2122prdr ¼ Z
L
x
UðrÞ2prdr:
(25)Biophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684
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dWðxÞ
dx
¼ 2pxUðxÞ (26)
or
UðxÞ  1
x
dWðxÞ
dx
: (27)
Taking into account Eqs. 10 and 27, we obtain
UnðyÞ  1
n 2y
dunðyÞ
dy
: (28)
In the case of sufficiently long strongly extended chains, for which
condition given by Eq. 20 is satisfied, and, consequently, the approximation
given by Eq. 21 is valid, the term 2y in denominator in Eq. 28 could be
neglected, and we obtain
UnðyÞ  1
n
dunðyÞ
dy
z
yn1
ðn 1Þ!; (29)
which upon substitution in Eq. 9 would produce practically the same results
for force as Eq. 23.APPENDIX B: ESTIMATION OF THE FORCES
PRODUCED BY WRAPPING OF FJC AROUND
THE ELASTIC CYLINDER
Let us introduce the following dimensionless variables.
3 ¼ L x
L
(30)
is normalized shortening of the single-stranded RNA chain, and
s ¼ fDS  f0DS
f0DS
¼ f f0
f0DS
(31)
is the supertwist density of the DNA duplex between the attachment points.
Here f0DS and fDS are the phase angles for a DNA strand in the relaxed and
in supertwisted DNA duplex with the length H. (Here we used the fact that
fDS  f0DS¼ f f0, though f0DS in the general case is different from f0;
see the main text before Eq. 5.)
The dimensionless parameters which describe initial conditions and
properties of the system are the following.
q ¼ f0
f0DS
(32)
is the wrapping ratio, the number of turns of single-stranded RNA
chain around the DNA duplex per one turn of the double helix within
the duplex in the state at which the twisting deformation of the duplex is
zero.
s ¼ LDS
L
¼

H2 þ f20DSR2
1
2
L
(33)
is the length ratio, which compares the length of DNA strands within the
relaxed duplex to the length of wrapped RNA.
b ¼ H
2
H2 þ f20DSR2
¼ h
2
h2 þ 4p2R2 (34)Biophysical Journal 100(3) 675–684is the squared height/length ratio for the undisturbed double-helix (for
which h is the height of one turn of the double-helix).
In these designations, the force from the single-stranded chain
(Eq. 4) is
Fss ¼ kT
l
1
3
(35)
and the connection between normalized single-stranded chain shortening 3
and the supertwist density of the double helix s is obtained from Eq. 1 as
3 ¼ 1 sbþ ð1 bÞðqþ sÞ212: (36)
The force from the twisting deformation (from Eqs. 5 and 6) expressed
via these variables and parameters is
FDS ¼
4p2b
1
2 C
h2ss; (37)v3
vs
where, from Eq. 36,
v3
vs
¼  sð1 bÞðqþ sÞ
bþ ð1 bÞðqþ sÞ212: (38)
Substituting Eqs. 35–38 into Eq. 7, we obtain
1
1 sbþð1 bÞðqþ sÞ212 ¼ 
as

bþð1 bÞðqþ sÞ212
ð1 bÞðqþ sÞ ;
(39)
where
a ¼ 4p2b12

C
h2


kT
l
 : (40)
Equation 39 could be converted to the sixth-order polynomial relative to
s, from which s can be obtained numerically, and can be used for calcula-
tion of the relative shortening (Eq. 36) and the force (Eq. 35).
Substituting h ¼ 3.4 nm, R ¼ 1 nm (reviewed in (37)); l ¼ 1.5 nm (34);
C ¼ 460 pN nm2 (36); and kTz 4 pN nm, one can estimate bz 0.2 and
az 300. Note that here we used the geometrical radius of DNA. The effec-
tive radius of DNA under physiological ionic conditions is approximately
twofold larger (49). However, the effective radius value is based on the elec-
trostatic repulsion between DNA duplexes, and that could be smaller for the
interaction between a single-stranded nucleic acid and the duplex, because
single-stranded nucleic acid could orient its phosphate away from DNA
duplex, thus decreasing repulsion. In any case, the larger DNA radius, the
stronger RNA stretching is required for wrapping.
Note that the ratio of the contour length of DNA strand within double
helix to the height of the double helix, which is b 1/2 z 2, is close to
the ratio of the maximally extended single stranded DNA (34) (and prob-
ably, RNA) to the height of the double helix with the same number of bases.
In other words, the length of maximally extended single-stranded nucleic
acid is close to the length of the helical path of DNA strand (with the
same number of nucleotides) within the double helix. It means that if wrap-
ped RNA chain has the same number of nucleotides as DNA strands within
the duplex around which the chain is wrapped, and makes the same number
of turns around the duplex as DNA strands within the duplex (i.e. when the
parameter q (Eq. 32) ¼ 1), then the parameter s (Eq. 33) is alsoz1. If both
parameters q and s¼1, the relative shortening of the chain (Eq. 36) without
a twisting deformation of the DNA duplex is zero, i.e., the chain could get
some slack only from the twisting deformation of the DNA duplex. In this
Effect of RNA Anchoring on Transcription 683important special case which we call the tight wrapping (see Discussion in
the main text, below Eq. 7), Eq. 39 becomes
1
1 bþ ð1 bÞð1þ sÞ212 ¼ 
as

bþð1 bÞð1þ sÞ212
ð1 bÞð1þ sÞ ;
(41)
or
ð1þ sÞ
 
2þ ð1 bÞð2sþ s
2Þ
1þ ð1þ ð1 bÞð2sþ s2ÞÞ12
!
¼ að2s2 þ s3Þ
 
1þ ð1 bÞðs
2 þ 2sÞ
1þ ð1þ ð1 bÞð2sþ s2ÞÞ12
!
;
(42)
taking into account that the absolute value of s should be less than unity (as
it was discussed in the main text, the sign of s is negative), bz 0.2 (Eq. 34)
is less than unity, and a z 300 (Eq. 40) is much greater than unity, we
obtain
sz a12z 0:06: (43)
From Eq. 36, corresponding value of 3 isz0.05, and the force from Eq.
35 isz50 pN.
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